are RESET by voltage (>0.5 V) pulses applied to SL hi with the series transistors fully turned ON. The initial value of the memristors was programmed between 100-200 µS. b, On the other hand, the memristor states were not changed by the applied pulses when in the search mode where the V DL is always smaller than 1 V. c-f, The device stability after read operations with different reading voltages. Each panel shows the distribution of the memristor conductance change after 10,000 repeated read operations with the read voltage specified in the title. The conductances do not show noticeable disturb by the read operations, within the noise of the read operation. Figure 6 : Additional information on the experimental measurement. a, The schematic shows the measurement setup when measuring the relation between the ML discharge current (I(ML)) and the voltage on DL. The magenta labels mark the DC voltage applied to each node. b, c, The ML discharging current with respect to the DL voltage for the two analog CAM cells programmed to search for different ranges. d, The retention / reliability test shows that the cell maintains the searching range for more than 8,000 seconds with 1,000 individual measurements. The extracted stored range is shown in memristor device read stability shows that the measured (read) conductance for the majority of the memristor devices has a standard deviation of several µS or smaller. The data was generated from conductance reads with 0.2 V read voltage from all devices in a 64×64 array for 10,000 times. The lateral size of the memristor is 50 nm×50 nm. b, Multilevel retention performance of our integrated TaO x device shows the device conductances did not drift for over 20 hours under room temperature. Each datapoint is averaged from 50 repeated reads.
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Supplementary Figure 8 : The schematic of an analog TCAM word in with only one-bit is mismatch during the search operation. Schematic for our analog CAM circuit, composed of four transistors and four memristors (two non-volatile and two volatile). The volatile threshold switching memristors pull up the ML in the case of a mismatch, which replaces the pull-down transistors in the 6T2M circuit. b, The volatile memristor is a threshold switching device with a very sharp transition between states (e.g.1 mV/dec 3 ), therefore reducing column interference issues exposed in earlier simulations. c, The match line stays low only when the input pattern (V DL ) matches the stored range. The dashed line shows the signal after the match line sense amplifier output (V MLSO ), which inverts and converts the analog signal to a binary 'match' (high) or 'mismatch' (low) signal. d, Due to the much smaller ∂ G pu /∂V G , the cell promises the capability to store more accurate ranges and accordingly more bits of discrete levels (showing 16 levels). e, f The search operation with a simulated array of different word width. The programmed memristor configuration and the expected searching range is the same as that in FIGURE 5, but the searching range is altered less than 10 mV indicating the capability to store 5-bits of information, which is close to the precision limit of most non-volatile memristor devices. 
Operation SL hi SL lo DL1 DL2
Set M1 Vset 0 Vg,set 0 In the case that the programmed memristor conductance needs to be verified after the write operation, the conductance of a given memristor be read out by measuring the current while applying a reading voltage across SL hi and SL lo, with DL activated to select the device. SUPPLE-MENTARY TABLE 1 summarizes the detailed voltage signals required for various operations.
Iterative programming of memristors may take a long time to complete and consume significant amount energy. However, the applications proposed in this work do not require frequent updates of memristor conductances and therefore the overhead of programming memristors is neg-ligible. In addition, due to the nonvolatility of memristor devices, the analog CAM does not require frequent re-programming or stand-by power once programmed. In the case of applications that do require frequent updates (e.g. in situ training of a decision tree), the peripheral circuit design would need to be carefully designed and optimized.
Supplementary Note 2. Analysis on the effect of word length
The search operation of our analog CAM can be illustrated in SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 8. In the schematic, each dashed square represents a ML pull-down path in one analog CAM cell, which is a transistor whose channel conductance is low when the stored content matches the input and high when mismatches. Therefore, the ML stays high only when all the cells in a row match the given input, and the result is sensed by a sense amplifier attached to the ML. However, since all the pull-down paths are connected in parallel, when the word is long enough the overall pulldown conductance for a 'match' case could be higher than a mismatch worst case (i.e. a single-bit mismatch), leading to a sensing error and/or changes in the accepted search range of an analog CAM cell.
The problem is examined by quantitative analysis. The ML discharge process can be modelled by a RC decay or the discharging of a capacitor with a constant current sink (see SUPPLE-MENTARY FIGURE 8 ). When all the analog CAM cells match the input, the equivalent conductance of the pull-down path is roughly N · G T, OFF , where N is the word length (i.e. width of the analog CAM array row). The pull-down path conductance for a mismatched case is larger or equal to G T, ON + (N − 1) · G T, OFF . A margin is required to differentiate the 'match' and the 'mismatch' cases, which requires that the match case overall pull-down conductance is larger than that for a mismatch case. If we define the ratio of the conductance difference as β (> 1), the requirement can be described in SUPPLEMENTARY EQUATION 1 , and therefore the word length is limited by the conductance ON/OFF ratio (dynamic range) of the pull-down transistor.
In addition, when the margin is large enough, the small pull-down leakage from the 'match' cells could change the search result as pointed out in the main text. This is because the conductance of the pull-down transistor is continuous with respect to the DL voltage (G = f (V DL )), and so the search range for one analog CAM cell in an array is affected by other cells attached to the same ML, described in SUPPLEMENTARY EQUATION 2.
where G th is the criteria to differentiate the 'match' and 'mismatch' case. It is clear that other cells Supplementary Note 4. Comparison between the range search with TCAM and multibit analog CAM Here we consider the CAMs that are used in a network router for classifying a random range in a 16-bit Class B IP address space (0-65535). In a TCAM, a continuous range can be represented by storing 'X' in the least significant bits -for example, 01XX is a range between the binary number of 0100 and 0111 (or decimal number 4-7). However, in most cases a random range will need to be split into multiple entries to fit in a TCAM. Taking a random range between 385 and 58630 (or hexadecimal number 0181 -E506), we observe that this range can be implemented by a 21×16 TCAM array as shown in SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 11. Although it may seem to be an acceptable overhead in this example here, this may not be the case when the ranges in a larger space are considered (e.g. 128 bit for IPv6). Here, we restrict ourselves to this smaller example for comparison purposes.
First, we observe that the whole TCAM array described above for a range search can be FIGURE 13a ). Since AND is commutative, we can reorder the nodes such that feature variables are processed in the same order for all paths 6 . Nodes for the same feature are combined into one node and "don't care" nodes can be inserted for features absent from a specific path, such that each path is of equal length. This representation can then be directly mapped to the analog CAM array, with each root to leaf path a row (see SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE   13 ). As the matching row can directly drive the readout of the classification result, tree traversal becomes a one-cycle operation (SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 13b). As each of the split outcomes of the tree are mutually exclusive, only one root-to-leaf path, or one row in the analog CAM, will "match" for a given feature vector. A collection of analog CAM arrays for decision trees with a local direct classification lookup can be used to implement ensemble tree-based models which are popular machine learning models.
